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1~ Opening of meeting.

The meeting \VaS held of Hotel Imperial Playa in LaS Palmas, with excellent
meeting facilities provided by the host Dr. Santiago Hernandez Le6n ,from the host
institUtion, the Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, FaCultad de Ciencias deI
Mar. Tlle meeting stai-ted' at 09:30 on 8 March 1993, and was chaii'ed by Hein Rune
Skjoldal.

A list of paiiicipants to the meeting is given as Annex I. The chairman noted that
the participation was lower than what had been expected, andthat several rriembers of
the SG had conveyed appologies for not being able to attend. Several. riew participants
represented on the other hand a bröadening of the expertice present at the meeting. ,

.Tllec1lalrman remmded the meeting of the terms of reference for the SG. He
rioted that the agenda for the meeting waS based on these terms of reference and
represented a continuation of work agreed upon at the 1st meeting cif the SG in Bergen
in 1992.

2. Adoption cif agenda.
"" .

The proposed agenda for the meeting was adopted. The agenda is given as
Anriex IL

, " j

. Rapporteurs for the varions agenda points were appointed. These were: Steve
Hay, Peter Tiselius and LutZ Postel (3), Jürgen Lenz (4), Tor Knutsen arid Lutz Postel (5),
Santiago HernändeZ Lean (6), Steve Coombs (7), and Hein Riine SkjoldaI (1,2, 8, 9, 10).

" 3. Review cif melhods for deieriitinmg biomass änd prodtictio~

.At the meeting ln Bergen ,in i992 the SG inade an inventory arid afirst start at
reviewing methods fordeteriniriaticin ofbiomass,and production. At the preserit rrieetmg
this activitfwas . coritim.ied,With the aim to take note of recent d~velciprrients arid
produce alist of rriethods whic1l the SG consider potential candidates for standardization
and improverrients. TlUs list is given as Aririex III.

General. Aspects.

Discussions .operied With suggestions that repoI1S of other recent workshops,
suCh as GLOBEC, JGOFS and the workshops of the HaItic Marine Biologists (BMB)
woUld be of benefit änd relevance for, the study groups efforts. This :was accepted arid
copies of sudirep6rts were presented for perusal. by themembers.. DiscUssiöns initia1ly
revolved ar6und some of ,the more. general. ronsideiations inclüdmg' the natural
separation into sampling techriologies to defme biomass and experimental techriiques.to
estunate .. physiologicaI process .rates, iri pai'tic\llar production from which the
pröductiViti of a system is derived. ,
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Two particular factors should be born in mind when assessing productivity.
Firstly behavioural interactions with environment will affect considerations of
trophodynamics, physical dispersion and population dynamics and therefore some
sampling and experimental strategies. Secondly estimates of production are made over
particular spatial or temporal scales and so some methods are often more appropriate
to the scales under investigation. Often too, studies are made of particular phenomena
or upon targeted species or trophic groups, thus particular scales will be targeted. It is
important however to consider the influences of phenomena occurring at scales greater
or smaller than those proposed for an individual method or study.

The chairman remarked that it is at the heart of ecology to integrate large and
small scale phenomena, but that it is usually best to start large and include smaller scales
as required and appropriate. It was considered that the lists of techniques for rate
determinations made at the previous Bergen meeting should be annotated with the
appropriate scales for their use. An overview of methods for determination of rate
processes was elaborated. This overview is given as Annex IV and contains information •
on operating level, time scale, advantages and problems.

The choice of methods will ultimately depend on the purpose of particular
studies. When evaluating and recommending methods, it is therefore required to pay
due attention to the various research and monitoring purposes. One important purpose
is linked to the current need to characterize zooplankton biomass and production at the
scale of commercial fish stock or large marine ecosystems (LMES). Within this LME
frame it is required to link zooplankton to circulation pattern and small-scale physics on
one hand, and to the feeding and growth of fish and other higher trophic levels on the
other. These are the central topics of the GLOBEC program. Another important purpose
for zooplankton studies is to characterize the role of zooplankton in mediating and
regulating the vertical flux of material from the upper ocean layer. This is a central issue
for the questions addressed in the JGOFS program.

The discussion then moved to particular newly developed methods and in
particular to the possibilities of standardisation and suggestions for improvements.
Agenda points 3 and 4 were discussed in parallel as there is no sharp distinction •
between improvements of methods in current use and development of new methods and
technology.

The Egg Production Method.

The egg production method was considered to be an important recent
development which directly addresses the problems of secondary production estimation
in the field yet it is a process which in experimental work relates to many other rate
measures. The observation was made that egg production as a measure of birth rate
links the physiological model approach to ecosystem studies with the population
dynamic approach. It was considered that studies of zooplankton production were
frequently under-represented in many large scale research proposals. However,
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- zoophinkton stll'ÜeS form major comporients in many fields of sttidy such as fish stocks
aitd recruitIrient, vertical carbon fItix studies,' partitioriing of 11 new 11 versus recYcling
based primary production; ecosystem modelling, monitoring,stiidies of seasorial cycles .
arid comparisons between different regions and ecosystems. Irriportantly there are
iIü:reasirig demands from modellers of· marine systems at all scales for aCcUrate
zooplankton parameter estimates and data setS to test model performance.

Peter Tiselius deliverecl an illustrated description of the egg production method
( afterKiorboe ) as usedextensively duririg the SKAGEX mvestigation. Steve Hay
described a modified procedure, similar to that used by J. Rungeand which he has used
extensively in the North Sea over a rl.uinber of ye<irs. The techniquewas. dicussed
generaIly in some detail and it was considered a good example of a method whkh coUld
be standaidized in its basic form with the proviso that to work with p<irticular species,
environments or experimental designs might require elaborations of themethod. A
procecIuie for measurements of egg production of copepods is given as Almex V, as ari
exämple oEil proposal for a standardiZed method. It is envisioried that this proposaI will
form the basis. for ftirther discussion among experts and lead to a reeommended
standard procedure.

it was pointed out that the Egg production rri~thod shouid be included in both
.the sea and laboratory based practical workshops. Alsothere was a need to calibrate the
technique against other less weIl known. methOds particU1arly the artifidal eohort
method. It was thought important that the relatioriship betweeri spedfic egg production
estiinates and spedfic total. production .of populations should be determined qtiite
rigorously. It was also poirited,out that in tropical arid sub tropical regi~ns the species
diversitJarid problems of identification of species made. the egg produetion method a
poor choice in eompanson to the artificial eohort method;

• I ", '';

. . LutZ Postel pointed. .out. that. these and other, physiologkal measurementS and
biocheritical iechniques had been simultaneausly employed iri an extended study on size
fractionated pl~ton in the Baltic Sea·~which. should provide eonsiderable useful
eomparative data once all the data are analysed. Further it was suggested that past
work on feeding and respiration should giveinsights into effectS so that for example
corifinement densiticis eould be recornmended. It was also rioted that there had beeri
some GLOBEC proposals for a workshop on the egg production method and that a
eombined effort may be helpful to both initiatives.

Bioehemlca1 Methods~

Jean ~ierre Bergeron gave an introduction to biochemieal. techriiques .with
emphasis on the ATC (aspartate transcarbamylase) method to assay productivity on
mixed zooplankton species sampIes. It was ferninded that ATC regulates a first step of
the metabolie pathway leading to pYrimidme bases. As suCh, ATC activit}r gives
iriformationabout rates of nucleic äcidsbiosynthesis needed for protein synthesis and
tell divisiori, both processes involved iri the prodüction of living matter. Results of
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measurements carried out in the Channel were presented, illustrating two main features
of ATC activity variations: global coherence regarding integrated hydrobiological factors
and evidence of a fundamental behaviour at the considered perception level, Le. an
allometric relationship between ATC and biomass in certain conditions of stability of the
system. Some specific aspects of the conditions required to perform this approach were
briefly pointed out concerning sampling design, relevant spatial and temporal scales,
especially hydrodynamics and spatial cohesion of the community. The method was
shown to have some limitations, especially when used in areas dominated by small scale
fluctuations, Le. near hydrological fronts.

In the discussion following, it was considered that the case was as yet undecided
on the general utility of the ATC method. However it was decided that it should be
induded in the list of methods for study at the experimental workshop. There followed
a presentation by Lutz Postel of the strategy and methods employed in the afore
mentioned Baltic Sea work. The chairman emphasized that such comparative exercises
were rare and that there was a particular need to identify standard methods and to
describe standard procedures for them.

It was noted that recent literature reviews should be identified and eonsidered
in relation to setting standards and in relation to the proposed experimental workshops.
There followed some discussion of the range of biochemical techniques induding ETS,
GDH and RNA/DNA measurements. Many of these techniques are known to have
drawbacks and points of contention, however an have validity when applied to
investigations of particular proeesses and scales. The trick is to be aware of the
limitations and strengths when designing field or experimental investigations. The
manual and workshops should review and help define the procedures and limitations.

Methods for feeding and metabolie rate measurements.

•

There is a wide range of teehniques in use for measuring rates of feeding and
metabolism. Feeding and bioenergetics are important areas of research on zooplankton
and the wide range of techniques is to some extent a reflection of the diversifieation of
approaches taken in such studies. The SG recognized the value of such diversified •
approaches. For some purposes, such as eomparison of rates and efficiencies across
studies and eeosystems, the group feit that much was to be gained by having a higher
degree of harmonization or standardization of methods. Gut fluorescens, incubation
methods for determination of dearance rates, feeding, and metabolie rates, and 14C-
based techniques were all methods which the SG will consider further for possible
standardization.

Optical Methods.

There was some general discussion concerning the several very new methods in
this field. The recent report oE the GLOBEC workshop was summarized and key
features described by Jürgen Lenz (see section 4). He also presented adescription of the
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optkal Ichthyoplanktori Sarnpler under development in his group.

Acousiic:aI Methods.

As wÜh the optical methods the field of acoustici has seen same remarkable riew
work and techriical developmerit in the past few yeai-s, many are origoing. A's means
of both deteriiUning cind describing distribution of biomass in a nonobtfusive niariner
they airi-eritly have great value and realistically proriüse greatly enhanced capabilities.
They will be oE major importance in OOth integrating studies oE the distribution of
biomass in relation to hydrobiological features of the environment, and in assessing the
nature and importance of behavioural factors in determinirig ecosystem functions. There
was some discussion of these techriiques and it was noted thatthe GLOBEC workshop
report on acoustics whiCh had been considered at the Bergen meeting, was still of
hnportance to the stUdy group's work.

Samplmg Gears.

A 'variety oE gears were briefly discussed, same such as the WP2. net have
become faidy standard routine scim.pling gears at many institUtes. There lias however
beeIl aproliferation of sampling net designs over the past two decades.and it wasfeIt
that tne study. group should suggest or reinforcethe benefits oE a few obvious favourites.
Coricerning standardization one option could be to limit recommendations to general
aspects such as optimum mesh sizes, mouth openings, area ratios, towing speeds and
methods oE deployment.

. It is the case that.certain categories of net sizes are appropriate to their plankton
size ranges and that vertical rind double oblique hau! profiles are the norm. In addition
there are a fange of high speed sampIers arid manynew (ofteIl prototYPe) multidepth
sampIers in use. Older gears are often re.tainedon the grotindsof consistency ~d the
mciintainance of lang time series. An obvious eXarriple is the CPR silkS with riot weIl
defined mesn size.

With the Wider roie CPRs may piay in futUre LME monitoririg programs on a
global basis, one should now consider whether achange to or addition of a more weIl
defined IDesh size would augment the useEulness of CPR collected data. ..

It is eVident from the literatUre that the question of size fractionation is another
area. where standard separatory meshes would be of benefit in making results more
strictly corriparable.

Yet an6ilier area ripe for standardizatlon is in the unlts of biomass ernployed aiid in the
multittide of techriiques and iiriits used in conversions of biomass imits or
morphometi'ics.

_. 1
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4. Review of new developments.

The Study Group took note of the very informative U.S. GLOBEC Report No. 8
(Draft Febr. 1993) of the U.S. GLOBEC Workshop on Optics Technology. This Workshop
took place in Savannah, Georgia, USA at the Skidaway Institute of Oceanography on
February 20-22, 1992, and was convened by Gustav Paffenhöfer.

The Workshop evaluated the potential of optical instrumentation to determine
in situ biomass and rate processes of zooplankton in relation to their physieal and biotic
environment as two main objectives of the GLOBEC Program. Optkal methods based
on video have the advantage of providing taxonomie information on zooplankton
distribution and species composition. In addition to the potential of quantifying biomass •
by means of image analysis, optical methods are regarded as useful complement to
acoustical methods for assessing zooplankton size distribution. The advantage of
acoustical methods is, at least at present, the easier data processing than in video
systems. It is thought that such a combination of optical and acoustical methods would
signifieantly enhance the success of field studies on the interaction of zooplankton
populations with their physieal and biotie environment.

Video systems not using the preconcentration approach by means of plankton
nets have the disadvantage of producing a vast amount of empty pictures due to low
in situ concentration of zooplankton. A promising approach in overcoming this
deficiency is the so-called "Smart Sampling" proposed by Peter Ortner. It consists of a
video system for strobe-illuminated silhouette photography combined with an Optical
Particle Counter (OPC). The OPC is the primary sampier. It counts and sizes the
particles and video images are solely taken for target identification.

The high spatial and temporal resolution of optical methods make them an ideal
tool for the second task, the quantification of rate measurements and zooplankton •
behaviour, such as swimming, feeding, swarming and escape reactions when attacked
by predators. These observations will greatly enhance our basic understanding of space
and time scales involved in main life processes under in situ conditions. It may not yet
be possible, however, to use such observation systems on a routine basis for measuring
zooplankton production or mortality as they require highly sophisticated recording and
image analysing systems which will need weIl trained specialists to operate.

The recent publication "Advanced techniques for in situ studies of zooplankton
abundance, distribution, and behavior", edited by W.G. Sprules, P.c. Schulze and C.E.
Williamson, Arch. Hydrobiol. Beih. Ergebn. Limnol. 36 (1992) is recommended as very
useful background information.
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5. Sea-goiiig workShop iri NoriVay.

The SG had recommended that aseries of 3 seagoing workshops shoUId be
conducted in 1993. It was apparent that the workshop on Georges Bank and around
Hawaü woUId not take pIace. The workshop in Noiway iS schedUled to take place m
June 1993, using the Norwegian RV -Johan Hjolt" arid the Gennan RV -A.v.
Huffiooldt" .

Tor Kriutsen gave a presentation describing the fjord areas, the Storfjord at More,
where the work should be performed, giving arioutline of the hydrographie regirrie, the
biological comporients and an outline of the strategy to be used at the workshop.

. .

, . Lütz Post~l gave' a preSentation describlng the fac:i.iities of' the RV ;'A.v.
Htimboldt" and plans for the German participation including rate measurements.

,.'.",->-

• The meeting discussed the purposeand aims of the workshop. it was agreed that
the main puipose was to intercompare and evaluate methods for studyingzooplankton
distribution and biomass. Same rate measilremerits will also be carried out in order to
allow caICuIation of :zooplaIikton production from abiindarice and biorriass data.

The following objectives were formulated for the workshop.

SpedfiC objectives:

• '1. Quantitati~e descriptlonof stlucture arid aoundance of the peiagic commurilty
through use of a range of sarripling gears arid acoustical and optical iristriimentation.

2. Direct and iridirect qiIantifieation of avoidance.
3~ Evaluate and characterize samplirig performance with regard to

resolution and selectivity of smgle arid comb~nation of gears andtechriiques. , ,
4~ Compare .and evaIuate different methods for estiniätirig zooplankton

produetion and metaoolism.

Further details of the piän for the sea-going workshop in Norway are given in
Arinex VI. Provisionallists of samplirig gear and instrWrieritation arid cif participants to
the workshop riTe given iri Annex VII. ..
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6. Laboratory workshops.

Workshop in 1993.

Hein Rune Skjoldal presented a proposal by VIf BAmstedt for a laboratory
workshop organized by the University of Bergen. The workshop will be held at
Espegrend field laboratory in September-Oetober 1993. This laboratory experiment will
be an introductory exercise to a more extensive exercise in 1994. The 1993 experiment
will foeus on different approaches to measuring growth of the neritie eopepod Aeartia
clausi, while the 1994 experiment will be an exereise on Calanus finmarehieus. In this
way we will have an intereomparison between eoastal and more oeeanie eopepods.

The 1993 workshop will utilize eultures of Aeartia clausi fed the alga
Rhodomonas sp. and grown at two different temperatures (12 and 20·C). Growth will
be estimated from measurements of size and stage duration and eompared to estimates
from egg production, molting rate, metabolie rates, and biochemical indices.

Diseussion at this point of the meeting was related to the experimental design
outlined by BAmstedt on the use of two different temperatures (12 and 20'C) or the
possibility to work using different food eoneentrations instead of temperature
differenees. A final decision on the experimental design must be taken when faeilities
and personnel avallable for the experiment are known. The task should be an
intereomparison between different techniques to measure growth. Feeding and
respiration experiments eould also be performed but the workshop should foeus on the
estimation and intereomparison of different techniques to measure growth.

Workshop in 1994.

•

This workshop will be earried out on the basis of field population (field eohorts)
and land based eultures of Calanus finmarehieus. The eopepod will be exposed to
different feeding eonditions and a suite of methods to measure feeding, egestion,
assimilation, metabolism and growth will be earried out. Close cooperation with persons
planning similar exercises under GLOBEC must be eonsidered. The workshop will take e
a minimum of three weeks during early spring and the place is at present under
eonsideration.

There is a need to know names and institutions interested in this workshop in
order to produee a list of processes and rates to be measured (see the first report of the
study group).

7. Zooplankton Methodology Manual.

The previous manuals on zooplankton methods are over 15 years old, and there
is now a requirement for an upgrade in the light of methods and technologieal
developments.
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, "The aiIris of fue Manuai are to review currerit methodologies arid to reeommenc1
a set of procedures, or at least guidelines on procedures. SUffident latitüde should be
allowed for variations in each particU1ar applieatlon; Pitfalls and iriinirritim levels of
quality/ standards will be emphasised.

At the 1992 meeting in Bergenan outlim! of structure and conterit of the manual
was agreed. This w(ls,further developed at ~e present meetirig and a more detciiled table
of eonterit with ehapteis and subheadings was prepared. This is giverias Annex VIIT.

, , A list of prmipective main arid assodate authors for each' chapter of the manual
was produced (Anriex IX). 1ßese authors Will be contaeted by the editors to establish
tneÜ' willingness to tindertake these roles.

A guicleline on length arid eontent of each chapter Will öe proviciec1 to the
... authors. The ävailability of existing eompilations on novel methodologies was noted e.g.
.. GLOBEC reports on aeoustics and optics, and Advanees in Limnology Val. 36. '

It is suggested that a final draft version of the Manual 1s ready for presentation
at the 1994 ICES sYmposium on ZOOPLANKTON PRODuenON. This may be as a
poster display or as suriunary presentations of seleeted topics.

The value of acoustie and optkal/image, analysis tec1Uüques f~r, bioniass
meaSW-ement arid identifieatiori was reeogriized. However it waS feIt that themast
effeetive use of these technologies was still by interaetion With tiairied tax~nomists and
that an over-emphasis of development of these methods as stand-alone systems was not
yet appropriate. '

8. ICES Zooplankton Syiriposlum m1994-

, An, ICES s#posium on Zooplankton Production eo-sponsored by SCOR and
loe will be held at PlyInouth 15-18 AugUst 1994. The Symposium will address, the
importänce of zooplankton as intermediate liriks in pelagic food webs arid in
biogeocheinic:al cYcles. '

, , A suggestion made by Mark Huntley to use the ICES Symposium as a final
deacllme for completiori ~d a forum for preseritatian of the manual was disc:Ussed and
endorsed; Presentation of the manual eould be usefully done iri the fOrIn of one or more
posters. ItwaS also eonsidered that some of the topici reviewed in the mariual Iriight be
appropriate for presentatiori by their prindpal authors at the symposium.

The meeting discussed possible topfes for invit~ci eontributions" to the, symposium
program. These iricluded methodologkal aspeets like optic:s, aeousticS, physiolagieal and
biochemical approaches to rate measurements, and statiStieäl and theoretical aspeets of
sarriplirig. Possible eeological topics were light as an ecolcigical factor for prooatiori; life
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history theory, food limitation or predation control of zooplankton, small scale feeding
behaviour, food qUality, and ecology of gelatinous plankton. The chairman will bring
these suggestions forward to the symposium planning commitee of which he is a
member.

9. Plans for completion of Study Group work.

At the first meeting in Bergen a tentative time table for activities was drawn up.
The aim was to complete the work of the Study Group in 1994. The meeting agreed that
this should still be the aim.

The work with the manual will be a major task within the Study Group. A
revised time table is as follows:

- May 1993
- November 1993
- February 1994
- March 1994
- August 1994
- November 1994
- Primo 1995

Author list finalized.
First draft of chapters to editors.
Revised draft to editors.
Draft reviewed by Study Group.
Final draft version presented at Symposium.
Editorial work completed.
Manual printed.

The Study Group recommends that it should go forward and implement the plans for
the practical workshops. There are 3 workshops planned for 1993 and 1994:

- June 1993

- Oktober 1993
- Spring 1994

Sea-going workshop in Norway on board RV "Johan Hjort" and "A. v.
Humboldt".
Laboratory workshop on Acartia clausi at the University of Bergen.
Laboratory workshop on Calanus.

In conjunction with the workshops it is intended to conduct discussions in smaller
groups of experts conceming evaluation, standardization and improvement of methods.
This work will also be carried out intersessionally within the Study Group.

The Study Group recommends that it should meet in March 1994 with the
following main tasks:

1) Review results from the seagoing and laboratory workshops in Norway.
2) Review draft of Zooplankton Methodology Manual.
3) Evaluate and recommend standardization and improvement of methods.
4) Review plans for the Laboratory workshop on Calanus.

Avenue for this third and final meeting of the Study Group has not yet been decided.
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10. Closing of the meeting

The meeting was closed at 17:00 on 11 March 1993. The chairman thanked Santiago
Hernändez Le6n for the excellent working conditions and the warm hospitality that had
been offered the Study Group.
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Annex 11

AGENDA

1. Opening of meeting.

2. Adoption of agenda.

3. Review of methods for determination of zooplankton biomass and
production.
a) Inventory of methods
b) Evaluation of methods
c) Standardizaton and improvements

4. Review of new developments.

5. Review plans for seagoing workshop in Norway.

6. Review plans for laboratory workshops.

7. Review plans for the Zooplankton Methodology manual.

8. Consider plans and contributions to the ICES Zooplankton
Symposium in 1994.

9. Plans for completion of the study group work.

10. Any other business.

11. Closing of the meeting.
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ICES SGZP, 2nd meeting, Las Palmas, 8-11 March 1993

Annex III

LIST OF METHODS THAT ARE POTENTIAL CANDIDATES FOR
RECOMMENDED STANDARDIZATION OR IMPROVEMENT.

Biomass and distribution

Sampling gear (vertical,
oblique, depth stratified)
Mesh size (inel. CPR)
Size fractionation
Biomass units and
Conversion factors
Acoustics
Optics

Proeesses and rates

Egg production method
Artificial cohort method
EIS
Metabolie rates (respiration,
remineralization)
Gut fluorescence
Grazing, elearance rate,filtering rate,
feeding rate
Optieal methods
GDH
ATC

standardization
and improvement

standardization
standardization

improvement
improvement

standardization
improvement
standardization

standardization
standardization

standardization
improvement
improvement
improvement
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Annex IV

OVERVIEW OF METHODS FOR DETERMINATION OFRATE PROCESSES.

The following table (p. 16) gives an overview of methods to measure the flux of .
matter in and out of compartments, which could be organisms, populations, size classes,
and communities, and their production.

The various processes or components of the bioenergetic budget are given in the
first column, whereas different methods are listed in column 2. Columns 3 and 4
describe the specific aims and principles of the methods. Information on the operation
level and time scale of the process for which the methods are appropriate are given in
columns 5 and 6. Key words regarding advantages and problems of the various methods
are given in columns 7 and 8.

The table is provided as an example of an overview which could be usefully
included to guide readers to the Zooplankton methodology manual. It is suggested that
the editors and authors of the manual should extend the table and revise it as
appropriate.
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AIinex V

. .
, EXAMPLE OF A STANDARDIZED PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING EGG .

PRODUCTION OF COPEPODS

General aspeds

. . This niethod provides a simple and robust techriique for estimatirig the growth and
production of copepodsi suitable for field and laboratory use. The method estimatesa
key process and when combined with biomass estirmites and other rate meastirementS
such as ingestion and excretion, may Oe used to derive carbon flow budgets for
plcinktoriic communities. In brief, adult femaIe copepods are incubated for 24h and eggs
produced are counted. Estimates of egg and female biomass allow specific egg
production rate to Oe derived. This has been shown to be elose to an estimate of the
growth rate of juverule stages for some species of copepods. The estimate reflects short
term feeding hiStory and therefore can bc.uscidwhen short temporal and spatial scales
(h-day, rn-km) are under investigation. Exarilples woUld Oe transects across frontal
systems, or system responses. to wind eventS or coIripadsoris oetweeri different
eviroiunental regimes. The method has been iri use f~r about ten years and fairlysumlar
proccdures h~lVe evolved airiong investigators. It shoUld be possible to standärdize the
techniqüe, although elaoorations of the basic method may Oe required to work With
particular species, environments or experimelltal designs.

The egg production method may riot aIways oe the most appropriate choice in field
studies. Iri oligotropllic tropical areas, highspecies diversityand the commori difficulties
of specific identification aIl:d small species siZe combine to rriake alternative methods
more. appropriate. Over the last decade. a number of workers have developed a
technique for direct measurement.of growth by incubating and meastii-irig siZe chariges
of artificial cohorts created by sieving. This procedure is tedious due to the counting arid
ineasUring involved. However, with the. developnient of automated processing of the
sampIes uSirig Video irriaging analysisthis method coUld bc more widely used and coUld
provide calibration öf the more.Widely used egg production method.

Procedtire

1. Collect aniIrials cy geritly towmg a 200 Ilm plankton riet. The cod end shoUld
bereplaced by a 2-5 liter. "dead space" container to ayoid excessive darilage to and
concentration of. the aniIrials. The tow shoUld be short, 5- 10 riUn duration. If more
animals are needed several tO\VS shoUld be made.

2. Upon retdeval the catch is genUy released in sever~ 10 - 151 buckets fiiled with
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water from collection depth. The water should preferably be slightly cooler «2 C·) than
ambient water temperature and shaded from direct sunlight. "Freezer Packs" commonly
used to keep foods cool may be used to chili the water, including that to be used in the
sorting procedures.

3. Immediately sort out females for incubations by using a stereomicroscope and
pipette. Keep animals cool and work fast. Cold light sources, cooled cages and trays are
useful and should be used where possible. Never leave animals for longer than 2 - 3
minutes under the microscope when sorting, then sort from a fresh selection. Sorted
animals may be placed into receiving pots filled with 10 ml of filtered seawater and held
on a cooled tray. After checking quickly to see if all individuals are in good condition,
they are carefully released into the incubation bottles. Animals may also be sorted
directly into the filled incubation bottles as long as these are not allowed to warm up.
Cooled bottles should be filled with water from collection depth filtered through a 64
m mesh. Halarger mesh size is used to exclude other mesozooplankton, then control

bottles should be incubated with the same volume of water to check for eggs introduced
in the seawater. When the females have been placed in the bottle, note the time and fill
the bottle to the rim. Be careful not to let the females get trapped in the surface film and
cover the surface with plastic film (Glad Pack, Saran Wrap). Put the lids on.

Note that perspex tubes with mesh and funnel bases as used by S. Hay and J.
Runge, provide a useful but more elaborate alternative to bottles and may allow easier
study where repeated sampling or manipulation of food supplies is required in the
investigations. It is best if the incubation flask is the same when field and more detailed
laboratory studies are to be integrated.

4. Incubate bottles at ambient temperature and light regime. lbis can be done on
deck in shaded crates with circulating surface water. H done in a temperature controlled
laboratory, set the right light cyde and use dim light. It has generally been found
unnecessary to incubate on a slowly revolving wheel unless considerations of feeding
are of importance, such as when unfiltered natural water is used and faecal pellet
production is to be measured simultaneously with egg production.

5. After 24 h incubation the contents of each bottle is poured through a 200 ~
mesh to remove fernales and subsequently through a 20 - SO Jlm mesh to retain the
eggs. Handle fernales carefully, count and check for physiological status. Measure some
representative individuals. Rinse the bottle carefully at least 3 times to make sure all
eggs and females are found. Indude only living females in the egg production estimate.
Mortality should be very low, otherwise the incubation is to be discarded.

6. Rinse the eggs into a small petri dish check the SO ~ sieve since eggs may tend
to stick to the mesh. H 20 Jlm mesh is used, eggs can be counted directly on the mesh.
Count eggs, hatched nauplii and crumpled egg membranes. Crumpled egg membranes
indicate cannibalism whereas smooth, broken membranes should correspond to hatched
nauplii in species such as Acartia.
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7. Calculate egg production as follows.

EP=«E+N+C)/F) * 24/T
where
EP=egg production (eggs/female/day)
E=eggs
N=hatched nauplii
C=crumbled egg membranes
F=living females
T=incubatiöri time (h)

Coniments

Recommended volumes, copepod densities and mesh sizes to be used for small
and large copepods are given in the following table.

tt Calanus is best incubated in bottles with a bottom mesh to prevent cannibalism (J.
Runge). Caution is required with Centropages typicus eggs which often remain in long
double stranded chains after spawning and these chains may be retained on the 200 J.1In
mesh together with females. Temora eggs often float on the surface in the petri dish
when one counts the eggs. lt is quite possible to incubate egg carryirig species such as
Oithona or Pseudocalanus. However, egg masses are frequently broken off the females
in capture, and such species should be investigated and handled with special care. Egg
to female data from water column sampling is valid for egg production estimates if used
in combination with water temperature data and relevant literatLire and laboratoIy
results.

Table V-l; Recommended volumes, copepod densities and fillirig inesh sizes for
egg production incubations.

Bottle volume (ml)
No. females/bottle
No. n?plicates
Prefiltering of water
Final filtering of females

• eggs '

Small copepods 1)
< 1.5 mm

620
3-5
4
64 Jlm
200 Jlm
20-50 Jlm

Large copepods 2)
> 1.5 nun

1000
2-3
10
120 J.Uri
200 J.1In'
20-50 Jlm

1) include Acartia, Centropages, Temora, Paracalanus
2) include Calanus, Metridia, Labidocera, Aetideus, Chiridius
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PLAN FOR SEA-GOING WORKSHOP IN NORWAY IN JUNE 1993.

General description of study area

The Workshop will be carried out in the Storfjord at Mere, western Norway
(62°30'N,05~)(Fig. 1). Storfjorden is part of a larger fjord system with several branches
(Fig.2). It is an intermediate sized fjord with depths from 350 to 650m. The mean width
of the fjord is approximately 2 km while the length of the fjord is 50 nm (93 km) long.
A narrow channe1200-250 m deep extends as a prolongation of the fjord onto the about
150 m deep continental shelf which acts as abarrier or sill with respect to intrusion of
atlantic water to the fjord basin. Renewal of the deep fjord water below sill level is most
prominent during spring.

The summer situation is characterized by river runoff and outflow of brackish
water in the surface. Restricted exchange between coastal shelf water and intermediate
layers of the fjord can also occur. Figure 3 shows the temperature, salinity and nitrate
conditions along a transect from Storfjorden to the continental slope region during June
1991. Special features to be noted are the lower nitrate values «1 M) in the upper 25m,
both in the fjord and in the open ocean areas. The salinity and temperature show strong
stratification in the upper 75m of the fjord, and the Norwegian coastal current can be
easily seen as a lower salinity wedge extending seawards across the continental shelf.

During the last decade the shelf area outside the fjord has been of major interest
in several Norwegian research programs aimed at studying larval fish ecology and
zooplankton population dynamies. The hydrography, current patterns and general
biology of the area are weH known. The narrow continental shelf, approximately 40 nm
wide, makes it possible to quick1y reach the shelf break and to undertake studies along
the continental margin and deeper parts of the Norwegian Sea.

Biology

The Storfjord offers good working conditions to plankton ecologists. The plankton
community of the fjord is dominated by a restricted number of zooplankton species from
small copepods to large macroplanktonic euphausiids and mesopelagic shrimps. Of the
mesozooplankton Calanus finmarchicus is the dominating species.

The fish assembly consists of the mesopelagic lanterne fish Benthosema glaciale,
Müller's pearlside (Maurolicus mueHeri), herring (Clupea harengus), sprat (Sprattus
sprattus), the Greater argentine (Argentina silus) and blue whiting (Micromesistius
poutassou). Also larger fish like Arcto-Norwegian rod (Gadus morhua) and saithe
(Pollachius virens) are regular inhabitants of the fjord ecosystem.
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The main sdentific goals of the Workshop aS. outllned in the report from the, first
meetirig .of the Study Group on ZOOplankton ProdiIction (Bergen, Norivay, March 23-26
1992) is to

a) provide abasis for evaluating the performance cif a vaiietY of meth()ds cr geais; and

b) explorecombinations of instruments arid experiIriental approaches that cari most
eIfectively be used to measure zooplankton production;

The principai objective was more specificiany stated at the meeting in Las palffias
March 8-12 1993:
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Intercompare, characterize and evaluate the performance of gear and techniques for
quantitative description of zooplankton distribution, biomass and production in a fjord
habitat.

Specific objectives were stated as follows:

1. Quantitative descriptions of structure and abundance of the pelagic community
through use of a range of sampling gears and acoustical and optical instrumentation.

2. Direct and indirect quantification of avoidance.

3. Evaluate and characterize sampling performance with regard to spatial resolution
and selectivity of single and combined application of gears and techniques.

4. Compare and evaluate methods for estimating zooplankton production and
metabolism.

The primary variables to be measured are biomass, species composition, size e
distribution and vertical and horizontal distributions of the organisms studied. Data
obtained with sampling gears will be used in combination with simultaneously sampled
acoustical and optical data.

When sampling with traditional sampling gear like trawls and different types of
nets, sampling efficiency and avoidance of gear by zooplankton are central problems.
One of the key issues of the Workshop will be to apply and evaluate methods for
determining the magnitude of zooplankton avoidance of sampling gear. One technique
is to use a short range scanning sonar to quantitatively study the distribution of
zooplankton in front of plankton trawls and nets.

In situ target strength mesurements of mesopelagic fish, shrimps and krill will be
attempted. Such measurements are few and new results could improve the precision in
acoustic estimates of the biomass of these species which constitute important links in
pelagic food webs.

Sampling design and statistical procedures

A particular part of the fjord e.g. 30 nm will be chosen as the main study area.
Within this area a shorter main sampling track, along fjord, e.g. 10 nm will be repeatedly
sampled with different gears. However specific details concerning the sampling
programme must be worked out up to the Workshop. It might also be necessary to
adjust the sampling programme along the course of the Workshop if local conditions
should impose specific constraints.

Statistical aspects will be given consideration, e.g. replicate and between sampie
variance. Geostatistical techniques will be used when analyzing the data.
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Calibration arid survey design

To assure gooel arid eomparable quality of data sampleel a eallbraÜon progra.nune
of all aeoustieal eqUipement should be earried out. Interealibration of the hull mounted

• transdueers on bOard the RV Johan Hjort rind RV A. v. Huinboldt should be performed.

To assess variability in biomass and distribution and to get information on possible
ad~ection of :zooplaI1kton in the study area, an aeoustieal survey. with samplingwill be
cmied out eit intervals during the period of investigation (eg. start, middle, end). The
surveY,will be designed to cover the area of investigation wihtin the fjord either in a zig
zag pattern or in a pattern whieh assures a proper coverage both of the shallow rind
deeper parts of the fjord. Information on the night and day differenees in biomass and
distributiOIl withiri the area will be obtairied. Due to the short night and long day, the
major iritereomparison exereises will be earried out during day time.

General descripÜon of environmental condltions

There is a need for adescription of the environmerital eonditioris wher~ the
eomparison ,cif gears will .be performed. To monitor the cUiTent pattern and trace
advectivetransport of water, eurrent meters should be deployed at the mouth of the
fjord. SmaII transportable current meters coUld be used to monitor loeal currents in the
area investigated. Also the shipbome ADCP will give information on the loeal current
patterris and will he run eoncurrenUy with the aeoustical survey.

Additional Eiiwii-onmental parameters will also be measured" such as saliruty arid
temperatirre to characterize water masses, and also oxygen andnutrients. The food
condÜions of her,bivores, in terms of phytoplankton biomass (chlorophyll, chlorophyll
fluoreseence, phytoplankton abundanee), species eomposition (in a limited number of
sampIes), arid priinary productionin the euphotie layerwill be determiried. In relation
to primary productivity, , zooplankton verticaI distribution, arid zooplaI1kton net
avoidanee, the vertieal light regime must be knoWri.ThereforEi SecChi depth readirigs
and radiatiori measui-emerits (PAR) should, bei cmied out,while CTD-, oxygen-, and
fluoreseence profiles are measirred on R/V ''Johan Hjort" and on R/V "A.v.Humboldt".

Vertical sampling systems

.It is suggested that one set of eomparison takes placeinthe upper 0-100 m cif the
watereolumn.. The gears to be eompared eire Multinet, WP2 nets" water bottles (30L
Niskin'arid cithers)',and pump systems. Replicate hauls (e.g. 10) will ,be performed for
eac:n net. Replicate profiles (e.g. 5) with pump and water bottle will be taken, eaeh set
eonstituting 8 sampling depths.

,An equivalent series of net hauls shouid be performed irithedeeper part of the
watercolwrin (100-400 m), covering a different comrilunity änd size range of organisms.
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Both the deep and shallow net sampling series will be compared to sampies from
towed gears like the MOCNESS, LHPR and optical systems covering the same depth
interval.

Towed sampiers

The following sampling procedures are suggested:

a) Discrete scattering layers are sampled simu1taneously along a parallel track using
different gears. In this way one obtain estimates of abundance and biomass either in
one specific depth interval or several depth intervals if the gear is a multiple plankton
sampier.

Simultanoeus sampling of acoustical data using echosounders with 3-4 different
frequencies will give additional acoustical estimates of zooplankton and micronekton
biomass which can be compared to traditional sampling gear estimates of zooplankton •
abundance and biomass.

b) The Longhurst-Hardy Plankton Recorder (LHPR) could be used to study the
spatial distribution and small scale patchiness 00-100 m level) of zooplankton both
within and outside scattering layers. Biomass, species composition and size distribution
could be compared to sampies obtained with MOCNESS operating in the same depth
interval and equipped with a similar meshed net.

c) Measure the avoidance of zooplankton on sampling gear by a 2Mhz Mesotech 971
short range «Sm) scanning sonar. The sonar will be mounted on different types of
plankton trawls to scan either horizontally or vertically. Thus it should be possible to
study the distribution of organisms both in front and on the side of the mouth opening.

Optical system

The Ichtyoplankton recorder (!PR), Optical plankton counter (Ope) and the Video
plankton profiler (VPP) will hopefully be available during the Workshop. e

The !PR is designed mainly to sampie fish larvae. It concentrates the organisms by
a Gulf m like net prior to ·sampling" by a video camera on the cod-end side of the
system. The OPC is a different system, towed or vertically deployed and designed to
count and size zooplankton. Thus the OPC record the organisms as they are dispersed
either vertically or horizontally in situ . The VPP is a french system which is operated
vertically as a drop sonde and data are logged continuously on a video recording
system. An intercomparison of these gears are of prime importance in understanding
their strenghts and limitations. However it is also necessary to compare them to more
traditional gear like WP2 nets, Multinet, MOCNESS and LHPR systems.

•
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Other techriiques include the use of an underWater photo eamera and strobe mOUnted
on a specificlally designed frame, arid operated as a drop sonde. ThiS teclmique rrught
be a valuable supplement to estimate the relative and/or absolute vertical abimdance
of meso-, macrozooplankton arid small mesopelagic fish~ It inight also be a vahiable tool

• to hell' identify organisms.

Acousiics

,Traditlonal hull mounted echosouriders using several different fequericies (18,38, i20
arid 200kHz) will be used from RV Johan Hjolt. Aeoustie data from all frequencies will
be obtained arid stored during each sarnpling ease and then analyzed and compared to
biomass estimates obtained by traditional sarnpling gear. Postproeessing of data will be
possible both on bOard the RV Johari Hjort or later on shore.

A towed spUt beam transdueer working at 38 kHz with 800m eondueting., eable
operated from RV Johan Hjort makes it possible to study the deep seattering layeri; with
iibetter resolution than the hull mounted transdueers. It might be a valuable tool when
trying to measure in situ > target strength of organisms m deep seattering layers
consisting of one or a restricted riumber of species. The use of towed trarisdueers is
especially .imporhirit when rough weather eonditions limit. the use of hull moiirited
trarisdueers and rrught thus improve the aeoustie estimates of pla.i1kton and fish.

A 2MhZ Mesotech 971 short range seanning sonar will be used to stUdy the
avoidanee of zooplankto~.

It is emphasized that aeoustieal techniques cind instrumentation must be appiied and
operated together with traditional sampling gear. Th~ these techniques will be an
integral part of the eomparison ease studies using traditional sarnpling gear.

Target strength detenitiriation

, . ExperimentS to measure target strength of macrozooplankton and ,mesopelagie ffsh
like Benthosema gladale arid Maurolicus muelleri will.be performed both in situ änd in a
tank on bOard RV' -Johan, Hjort". These eXperiments ,will be supplemerited by
measUrements of biocheinical composition, (total lipids and protein), sound speed,cind
density of key species. Such diita are importantwhen modelling target strength as is
usuiilly done when using multiple frequericy techniques.

Rate measurements

, Espedally on board 'R/V "A.v. Hwriboldt" rate measurementS will be performed
to get sO,me infon:nation on the zooplanktori metabolie conditions. This will be. done in
size fractions (50 - 100 Jlm, 100 .;. 200 Jlm, 200 - 500 Jlm; 500 '7 1000 Jlm, arid 1000 - 2000
iun). Ta eonvert speeific rates to in sitU total rates (per in3

), biomass of zooplankton of
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at least one net type (e.g. WP-2) should be available for the same size classes. Respiration
and excretion (ammonia and phosphate release) will be measured. This can be
performed in one experiment and gives information on the general metabolie condition
and of the food quality used by the plankton (O/N - ratio). Furthermore the respired
part of primary production is estimated by this approach. The measurements will be
carried out by the classical balance method using near surface plankton. A vertical
resolution of these metabolie rates can be obtained by using enzymatic methods (ETS,
GDH). In the same assay ATC (aspartate transcarbamylase) could be measured. It gives
some information on potential growth. To compare it relatively with another method,
egg production measurements of Calanus finmarchicus should be performed.

Research vessels

The field work will be conducted from the Norwegian research vessel RV Johan Hjort
and the German vessel RV A. v. Humboldt. Abrief ouUine of the research vessels
instrumentation and facilities are given below.

RV Johan Hjort

The Norwegian research vessel RV Johan Hjort was buHt in 1990, is of the size of 1950
Gross Tons, is 64.4 m long and travels with 14 kn in maximum. Of special interest is the
standard acoustic instrumentation:

•

•
•

SIMRAD EK 500 Scientific Echosounder
o Transducers: 18,38, 120 and 200 kHz.
o Bergen Echo Integrator. A Unix wokstation and a set of software for

postprocessing echosounder data.
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP).
Towed 38kHz split beam transducer with 800m conducting cable.

During the workshop the following additional instrumentation will be available:

•
•

Mesotech 2Mhz Scanning sonar
Transportable 120 kHz splitbeam transducer with 200m conducting cable.

The ship is equipped with several winches. One winch is equipped with an 8 mIn,

3000 m coaxial cable dedicated to deploy the CfD. Another winch is dedicated to
vertical net sampling, while at least two other winches can be used to deploy towed
instruments and gear. These winches are however not equipped with conducting cables.
A large winch operating across the stern and equipped with a 12 mIn, 3000 m long
coaxial cable, is used to deploy the MOCNESS and other gear where a single conducting
coax is sufficient to transmit signals between the instrument and the deck display or
control unit.
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RV A~ v. Humboidt·

R/V -A.v.Humboldt" belongs to the countiy of MeCkienburg / VOIpommem
(Germany), is of the size of 1270 Gross· Tons, is 64 mlong and tiavels with 12 kn in
maximiirri. It's eqüipped with an. ATLAS echosounder, . satellite riavigation, and
conmnmkiltion. There are two winChes with coriductivity cable, one for CTD, oxygen,
arid fluorescence probe, the other for operations with multiple nets, videosystems,LHPR,
etc. Furfueronthere are two winChes with wires 0[3 mm and 5 mm respectively. Botli
cariwork together With the CTD winch during calm weather conditioris. There is also
ari A - frame at the stern, hut net chatches cowd also be performed at one of the ships
sides. Meteorology will be measured autorriaticaUy, includhlg solar radiation.

There are 4, so called clry.laooratories, 1 wet lab, 1 CTD lab, a workshop arid a
fotolab. For hosting double cabiris are available.
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Figure 5. Total echo integrator values (m2/nm2) showing acoustic
scattering layers from Storfjorden to the eastern part of the
Norwegian Sea during June 1991.
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• Provisionallist of sampling gear and instrumentation to be included in
the seagoing workshop in Nonvay.

WATER BorrLE
PUMPS
VERTICAL NETS

LARGE NETS

MULTIPLE NETS

HIGH-SPEED

TRAWLES

OPTICAL SYSTEMS

ACOUSTIC

301
-Hufsa"
WP-2 50 Jlrn
WP-2 200 Jlrn
LHPR 50 J.1In, 200 Jlrn
Bongo net
IKMT
MIK
Calcofi-nett
MOCNESS 1 rn2

10 m 2

Multinet 0.25 rn2
, 200 J.1In

BIONESS
Gulfm
Gulf/Aberdeen
CPR
Pel. trawl
Plankton trawl
!PR
Video-Profiler
OPC
SpUt beam, hull-bome
4 freq. 18, 38,
120 and 200 kHz

Mesotech 2Mhz
Scanning sonar
Transportable 120 kHz
splitbeam transducer with
200m conducting cable.
Towed spUt beam 38 kHz
transducer with 800m
conducting cable.

(Alcaraz ?)
IMR
IOW/l. Postel (lP)

S. CoombsIPlymouth
CoombslIMR

IMR
W. Greve
IMR
IMR
IOW/IMR
Eastem Marine MarshlCanada
IMR
S. Hay

IMR
IMR
]. Lenz
French
Germany?/Canada?
IMR

SIMRADßMR

SIMRADßMR

IMR

IMR

IOW=Institute für Ostseeforschung, Wamemünde,Germany
IMR=lnstitute of Marine Research, Bergen, Norway

Contn.
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Provisionallist of participants to the seagoing workshop in Norway

Countries

ICELAND:

GERMANY:

U.K.:

USA:

CANADA:

NORWAY:

SPAIN:

Companies

Astthorsson
Gislason
2 technicians

Lutz Postel
Kai Wieland
1-2 technicians
Uwe Kils?, Wulf Greve
1 engineer CTD
1 technician Multinet
3 technicians

Graeme Hays (CPR)
Steve Cooms
John Nichols
Aberdeen

Peter Wiebe
Van Holliday

Doug Sameoto?

Tor Knutsen
Hein Rune Skjoldal
Herman Bj0rke
Trygve Gytre
Stein Kaartvedt
Gunnar Pedersen
-4 technicians

Santiago Hernandez-Leon
Alcaraz

•

SIMRAD
SCANMAR
FOCAL TECHNOLOGIES Inc.
Eastern Marine-Marsh LTD.

1 person?
Trevor Ward
?
Dan Wellwood
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Annex VIII

TABLE OF CONTENT OF THE ZOOPLANKTON METHODOLOGY MANUAL

o Preface

. 1 Introduetion
1.1 Definition and general aspeets of zooplankton production
1.2 Approaches to determination of production
1.3 Overview of zooplankton groups
1.4 Role of zooplankton in current research topics
1.5 Bioenergetics and carbon flow
1.6 Behaviour and life history strategies in relation to environment

2 Sampling and experimental strategy and design
2.1 Introduetion
2.2 Field studies
2.3 Mesocosms
2.4 Laboratory experiments
2.5 Integration of approaches and methods
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•

3 Sampling of zooplankton with nets
3.1 Introduetion
3.2 Overview of sampling gears
3.3 Animal avoidance and clogging
3.4 Scale and representativeness
3.5 Multidepth sampling gear
3.7 High-speed sampiers
3.8 Sampling of live animals

4 Determination of biomass and abundance in net sampies
4.1 Introduetion
4.2 Parameters and units of biomass
4.3 Species identification
4.4 Determination of numbers and size
4.5 Determination of volume and weight
4.6 Elemental and biochemical composition
4.7 Biomass determined from size frequency data
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5

6

Acoustical methods for determination of abundance, biomass and distribution
5.1 Introduction
5.2 Overview of instrumentation
5.3 Target strength
5.4 Fisheries and plankton acoustics
5.5 Intergration of acoustical and other sensor systems

Optical methods for identification and determination of biomass and distribution
6.1 Introduction
6.2 Overview of instrumentation
6.3 Silhouette photography
6.4 Optical plankton counters
6.5 Video system and video plankton recorders
6.6 Integration of optical and other sensor systems

•

7 Feeding
7.1 Introduction
7.2 Overview of experimental approaches
7.3 Ingestion and assimilation
7.4 Selection and food quality
7.5 Predation
7.6 Incubation methods
7.7 Methods based on gut analyses
7.8 Biochemical methods
7.9 Melhods for determination of in situ feeding behaviour and rates

8 . Growth and production
8.1 Introduction
8.2 Approaches to studies of growth and production
8.3 Direct determination of growth
8.4 Egg production methods
8.5 Molting rate methods
8.6 Biochemical methods

•
9 Metabolism

9.1 Introduction
9.2 Factors influencing metabolie rates
9.3 Incubation methods for rate measurements
9.4 Biochemical methods
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10 Population
10.1 Introduction
10.2 Cohort analyses
10.3 Continuously reproducing populations

-.

10.4 Fecundity and egg-ratio method
10.5 Size-frequency based methods
10.6 PIß ratio

11 ßehaviour
11.1 Introduction
11.2 Individual behaviour
11.3 Aggregation and schooling behaviour
11.4 Vertical distribution and migration

- 12 Modelling
12.1 Introduction
12.2 Simple and complex models
12.3 Life history and population models
12.4 Multispecies models
12.5 3-D ecological models

13 Future outlook
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ZOOPLANKTON METHODOLOGY MANUAL

Provisionallist of main and associate authors.

Annex IX

,

CHAPTER MAIN AUTHOR ASSOCIATE AUTHORS

O. PREFACE

1. IN1RODUCTION Huntley, Lenz. Skjoldal

2. SAMPLING AND Skjoldal Wiebe
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

3. SAMPLING OF ZOOPLANKTONWiebe Sameoto, Hamner, BäInstedt,
Heath, Hernroth, Lutz Postel

4. BIOMASS AND ABUNDANCE Wiebe Schneider, Berman,
Burkill (microplankton)

5. ACOUSTICAL METHODS van Holliday Stanton, Dalen, Simmonds,
Greene

6. OPTICAL METHODS Schulze Herman, Kils, Davis,
Bennan, Lenz

7. FEEDING Conover BäInstedt, Huntley, Harris,
Hirche, Schnack-Schiel, Daro,
Mayzaud

8. GROWTH Kiorboe Runge, Bergeron, Tande,
Miller, Fransz, Kimmerer,
Hirche •9. METABOUSM Ikeda Schneider, Le Borgne,
Hernandez-Leon, Postel

10. BEHAVIOUR Paffenhöfer . Poulet, Busky, Yen,Strickler,
Tiselius, Alcarez, Kaartvedt

11. POPULATION DYNAMICS Aksnes Fransz, Davis, Durbin,
Matthews

12 MODELLING Frost Evans, Vinogradov, Nival,
Gumey, Giske, Slagstad,
Cushing, Denman, Baretta
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